Abstract. Central limit theorems for the log-volume of a class of random convex bodies in R n are obtained in the high-dimensional regime, that is, as n → ∞. In particular, the case of random simplices pinned at the origin and simplices where all vertices are generated at random is investigated. The coordinates of the generating vectors are assumed to be independent and identically distributed with subexponential tails. In addition, asymptotic normality is established also for random convex bodies (including random simplices pinned at the origin) when the spanning vectors are distributed according to a radially symmetric probability measure on the n-dimensional ℓp-ball. In particular, this includes the cone and the uniform probability measure.
Introduction and main results
1.1. Motivation. Central limit theorems for random polytopes in R n are widely known if the space dimension n is kept fixed, while the number of generating points tends to infinity. We refer, for example, to the survey articles of Bárány [3] , Hug [8] and Reitzner [17] for results in this direction and for further references. In the present paper we investigate the case where the number of generating points is essentially equal to the space dimension and both tend to infinity simultaneously.
To be more precise, we consider the case of random n-dimensional simplices in R n , where we distinguish between the case of (n+1) generating points chosen at random, or the case where we only have n random points and the (n + 1)st vertex is fixed at the origin. The latter construction is called a pinned simplex in the following. Asymptotic normality for the log-volume of random simplices in high dimensions has previously been considered by Ruben [18] , Maehara [11] and Mathai [10] . Note however, that in their results the dimension of the random (pinned) simplices is kept fixed, while the space dimension n tends to infinity. For Gaussian and so-called beta simplices Eichelsbacher and Knichel [6] and Grote, Kabluchko and Thäle [7] recently also studied a number of probabilistic limit theorems where the simplex dimension tends to infinity as well.
Our main result is a central limit theorem for the log-volume of a random ndimensional simplix in R n , see Theorem 1.1 below. For an n-dimensional random simplex that is pinned, it is known that its volume is determined by the absolute value of the determinant of the matrix whose columns are given by the generating vectors from the origin. As a consequence, if these columns are filled by independent 1.2. Main results: the case of independent coordinates. Let µ be a probability measure on R n (n ≥ 1) and let X 0 , . . . , X n be independent random vectors distributed according to µ. We define the random simplex
as well as the random pinned simplex
In what follows, we shall focus on the case where the coordinates ξ i j , j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, of the random vectors X i = (ξ i 1 , . . . , ξ i n ) are independent copies of a random variable ξ. Furthermore, we assume that the random variable ξ is symmetric, has variance one and subexponential tails with exponent α > 0. By the latter we mean that there are constants c 1 , c 2 > 0 such that
Examples are the uniform distribution on the cube [− √ 3, √ 3] n , the uniform distribution on the discrete cube {−1, +1} n , the two-sided exponential distribution, standard Gaussian distribution on R n or, more generally, the p-generalized Gaussian distribution with density proportional to e −|t| p /a (for an appropriate choice of a > 0) for any p > 0.
In our first result we establish a central limit theorem for the log-volume of the high-dimensional random simplices Σ n and Σ 
Part ii) of Theorem 1.1 can be reformulated for the parallelotope spanned by the vertices of the pinned simplex from the origin. Even more generally, for a convex body K ⊂ R n , that is a compact convex subset with non-empty interior, and n random points X 1 , . . . , X n ∈ R n we define the random convex body
We note that for each n ∈ N and each convex body K ⊂ R n , Ξ n (K) is a random closed set in the usual sense of stochastic geometry, cf. [9, Chapter 16] . In particular, this implies that that the volume vol n (Ξ n (K)) of Ξ n (K) is an ordinary random variable. As observed by Paouris and Pivovarov [15, 16] , this concept generalizes a number of common constructions. Namely, a) if K is the standard simplex
n is the symmetric cube, then Ξ n (B n ∞ ) is the zonotope generated by the segments [−X i , X i ], i.e.,
2 ) is an ellipsoid, that is, it is the image of the unit ball under the linear map whose matrix is generated by the random points (X i )
As a generalization of part ii) of Theorem 1.1 we obtain the following central limit theorem for the log-volume of the random convex bodies Ξ n (K). In the following we denote by dist K (−, −) the Kolmogorov distance between random variables, that is, for two random variables X, Y we have
Note that convergence in the Kolmogorov distance implies convergence in distribution. Also, by o(1) we denote some sequence (a n ) n∈N with a n → 0, as n → ∞. Table 1 . Special cases of the central limit theorem for the logvolume of random covex bodies (Theorem 1.2). Here, Z is a standard Gaussian random variable.
Theorem 1.2. Let ξ be a symmetric random variable with variance one and subexponential tails with exponent
is the random convex body as defined by (2) , then
More precisely, we have that
As an application of Theorem 1.2 we may revisit the special cases a) -d) of the random convex bodies Ξ n (K n ) mentioned above. The resulting central limit theorems are summarized in Table 1 . In particular, taking K n = T n for each n ∈ N, we also obtain part ii) of Theorem 1.1.
Main results: the case of
In our next result we consider pinned simplices, denoted by Σ 0 n (ν), which are spanned by the origin and n points X 1 , . . . , X n chosen at random with respect to a radially symmetric probability measure ν = ν n (m n , p) on the n-dimensional ℓ p -ball B n p . More specifically, ν belongs to a family of measures including the cone probability measure and the uniform probability measure on B Let X 1 , . . . , X n be n independent random points in the ℓ p -ball B n p with respect to a probability measure ν = ν n (m n , p) as defined in Section 3.1. Let (K n ) n∈N be a sequence of convex bodies such that K n ⊂ R n and Ξ n (K n ) be the random convex body generated by ν-distributed random points X 1 , . . . , X n as defined by (2) . Then
By choosing for each n ∈ N, K n as the standard simplex T n we obtain the following central limit theorem as a direct corollary to Theorem 1.3. 
Plan of the paper.
In the next Section we outline the proof of Theorem 1.1 and of Theorem 1.2. We will collect the relevant tools along the way. As mentioned in the introduction, the proof of Theorem 1.1 essentially relies on the central limit theorem for determinants of random matrices of Nguyen and Vu [13] with additional arguments for the non-pinned case. In Section 3 we present the details of the proof of Theorem 1.3 and recall the definition of the special measure ν = ν(m n , p). For the proof of Theorem 1.3 we especially need the Schechtman-Zinn-type probabilistic representation from [4] .
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More precisely, the rate of convergence is
for all n large enough.
Next, we recall the definition (2) of the random convex bodies Ξ n (K n ) and observe that (4) vol
see, for example, [16, Proposition 2.1]. This implies that
and hence Theorem 1.2 is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1. Moreover, taking K n = T n for each n ∈ N and recalling that Σ 0 n = Ξ n (T n ), we may derive part ii) in Theorem 1.1 by Stirling's formula, ln n! = n ln n − n + 1 2 ln n + O(1).
2.2.
Proof of part i) in Theorem 1.1. We now prove the central limit theorem for the log-volume of random simplices Σ n . First, notice that the volume of Σ n can be identified with the volume of a pinned simplex in R n+1 by the classical projective construction (see also Figure 1 ). Given n + 1 points X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X n in R n we consider the points X
Now let Y i ∈ R n+1 be the vector whose entries are given by the ith row of the (n + 1)
with independent coordinates distributed like ξ. Notice that the last row in the matrix (X
. Let Y n+1 be another random vector with independent entries distributed like ξ. We compare the random matrix (Y 1 | . . . |Y n |U n+1 ) with the random matrix (Y 1 | . . . |Y n |Y n+1 ). Notice that the latter now has independent and identically distributed entries. We
where L n is the n-dimensional linear subspace spanned by
Collecting all of the above we conclude that
as n → ∞. Then we may conclude by Slutsky's theorem (see, for example, [5, Proposition A.42 (b)]) and the central limit theorem for the log-determinant, Theorem 2.1, that
converges in distribution to a standard Gaussian random variable Z ∼ N (0, 1), as n → ∞.
To prove (5) • Then there are constants c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ∈ (0, ∞) such that
, for every m ≥ c 1 (log n) 2α+2 . As a consequence, with probability 1 − c 4 n −10 , say, we have that 
where · , · is the standard scalar product in R n+1 . For the first estimate we set
use (8) , and conclude by the continuous mapping theorem [9, Lemma 4.3] , applied to the absolute-value function, that
as n → ∞. This settles the first case of (5).
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The second statement of (5) also follows by Slutsky's theorem once we show that
To prove this we use Lemma 2.2 and the first part of Lemma 2.3. We condition on L n to fix N n+1 and combine (7) with (6) .
To be more precise, we have
Here P( · |L n ) denotes the conditional probability given L n , where L n is the linear space spanned by Y 1 , . . . , Y n ∈ R n+1 and E denotes expectation with respect to Y 1 , . . . , Y n . If we condition on L n , then N n+1 is a fixed unit vector in R n+1 and we may apply the Berry-Esseen inequality (6) with V n+1 = N n+1 there to deduce that
Moreover, from (7) we conclude that there exist constants c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ∈ (0, ∞) such that
√ n holds true with probability 1 − c 1 n −10 for sufficiently large n. Hence we have
